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•Adopting Swift Packages in Xcode
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Packages (1 item)

 Name Version Rules Location

 DesignTheme 1.0.0 – Next Major https://github.com/WWDC19/DesignTheme.git



Package Dependencies

dependencies = [ 
    .package(url: "http://github.com/WWDC19/DesignFont.git"), 
                  .upToNextMajor(from: "1.0.0")), 
]



Package Dependencies



Semantic Versioning 
semver.org



Major Version 
Breaking changes

1.2.4



Minor Version 
Compatible additions

1.2.4



Patch Version 
Bug fixes

1.2.4
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My team has added more  
packages to our app.

"#$







Where are 
these packages 
coming from?
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There is a new version of DesignFont!























What does updating 
package version do? 
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Why do we need Package.resolved?
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Check in your Package.resolved



Keep packages up to date
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•Debugging Package Resolution
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You can only have one version of a 
package in a workspace.
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Tons of packages  
already on Github today!



More Information
developer.apple.com/wwdc19/408

Creating Swift Packages Thursday, 9:00

Swift Packages Lab Thursday, 12:00

Swift Packages Lab Friday, 12:00






